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Abstract
A sign pattern matrix is a matrix whose entries are from the set {+,−, 0}. For a real matrix B, sgn(B)
is the sign pattern matrix obtained by replacing each positive (respectively, negative, zero) entry of B by
+ (respectively, −, 0). For a sign pattern matrix A, the sign pattern class of A, denoted Q(A), is deﬁned
as {B : sgn(B) = A}. The minimum rank mr(A) (maximum rank MR(A)) of a sign pattern matrix A is the
minimum (maximum) of the ranks of the real matrices in Q(A). Several results concerning sign patterns
A that require almost unique rank, that is to say, the sign patterns A such that MR(A) =mr(A) + 1, are
established and are extended to sign patterns A for which the spread is d = MR(A) − mr(A). A complete
characterization of the sign patterns that require almost unique rank is obtained.
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1. Introduction
In qualitative and combinatorial matrix theory, we study properties of a matrix based on com-
binatorial information, such as the signs of entries in the matrix. An m × n matrix whose entries
are from the set {+,−, 0} is called a sign pattern matrix (or sign pattern). For a real matrix B,
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sgn(B) is the sign pattern matrix obtained by replacing each positive (respectively, negative, zero)
entry of B by + (respectively, −, 0). For a sign pattern matrix A, the sign pattern class of A is
deﬁned by
Q(A) = {B : sgn(B) = A}.
For a sign pattern matrix A, the minimum rank of A, denoted mr(A), is deﬁned as
mr(A) = min{rankB : B ∈ Q(A)}.
The maximum rank of A, MR(A), is given by
MR(A) = max{rankB : B ∈ Q(A)}.
The characterization of the mr(A) (or ﬁnding mr(A)) for a general m × n sign pattern matrix A
is difﬁcult and is a long outstanding problem. However, MR(A) is easily described (see Theorem
1.1).
A sign pattern matrix P is called a permutation sign pattern if exactly one entry in each row
and column is equal to +, and all the other entries are 0. Two sign pattern matrices A1 and A2 are
said to be permutationally equivalent if there are permutation sign patterns P1 and P2 such that
A1 = P1A2P2.
Suppose P is a property referring to a real matrix. A sign pattern A is said to require P if every
matrix inQ(A) has property P;A is said to allow P if some real matrix inQ(A) has property P. An
n × n sign pattern A is said to be sign nonsingular (SNS for short) if every matrix B ∈ Q(A) is
nonsingular. It is well known that A is sign nonsingular if and only if detB > 0 for all B ∈ Q(A)
or detB < 0 for all B ∈ Q(A), that is, in the standard expansion of detB into n! terms (for any
B ∈ Q(A)), there is at least one nonzero term, and all the nonzero terms have the same sign.
An m × n, where m  n, sign pattern matrix A is said to be an L-matrix if every real matrix
B ∈ Q(A) has m linearly independent rows (see [3]). Observe that this means m = MR(A) =
mr(A). Note also that an SNS sign pattern matrix is a square L-matrix.
In this paper, several results concerning sign patterns A that require almost unique rank, that
is to say, the sign patterns A such that MR(A) = mr(A) + 1, are established and are extended to
sign patterns A for which the spread is d = MR(A) − mr(A). A complete characterization of the
sign patterns that require almost unique rank is obtained. Part of the motivation for this paper is
to see how to obtain results on sign patterns that require almost unique rank that are comparable
to the result in [5] on sign patterns that require unique rank. As will be seen, the situation here is
much more complicated.
The reader is referred to [3,4] for information on sign patternmatrices.We conclude this section
with some preliminary results that will be used subsequently in the paper. The following result is
well known.
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a sign pattern matrix. Then MR(A) is the maximum number of nonzero
entries of A, no two of which are in the same row or in the same column.
The maximum number of nonzero entries of A with no two of the nonzero entries in the same
row or column is also known as the term rank ofA.This leads to the famous fundamental minimax
theorem of Konig [2]. Note that the maximum number of nonzero entries of A with no two of the
nonzero entries in the same row or column means the same as the maximal number of nonzero
entries in A, no two of which are on the same line (row or column).
We state Konig’s Theorem in terms of sign pattern matrices.
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Theorem 1.2. Let A be a sign pattern matrix. The minimal number of lines in A that cover all of
the nonzero entries of A is equal to the maximal number of nonzero entries in A, no two of which
are on the same line.
The following theorem follows with the aid of Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.3. LetAbea signpatternwith r = MR(A).Then there exist permutation signpatterns
P1 and P2 such that
P1AP2 =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
whereX is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r. Furthermore,MR(Y ) = k,MR(Z) = r − k,
MR([X Y ]) = k, and MR
([
X
Z
])
= r − k.
Our ﬁnal preliminary result is proved in [5].
Theorem 1.4. LetA be a sign pattern matrix. ThenA requires the ﬁxed rank r (namely,mr(A) =
MR(A) = r) if and only if there exists a nonnegative integer k and permutation sign patterns P
and Q such that PAQ has the form[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is a k × (r − k) matrix and Y and ZT are L-matrices.
2. Sign patterns that require almost unique rank
We now investigate sign patterns A that require almost unique rank, namely, MR(A) =
mr(A) + 1. Let r = MR(A). In view of Theorem 1.3, without loss of generality, we may assume
that A has the block form
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k) for some k, 0  k  r . Therefore, in the remainder of this paper, we will
assume that A has the above block form.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that A is a sign pattern with r = MR(A) and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k) for some k, 0  k  r. Then
(a) If ZT is an L-matrix and MR(Y ) = mr(Y ) + 1, then MR(A) = mr(A) + 1.
(b) If Y is an L-matrix and MR(Z) = mr(Z) + 1, then MR(A) = mr(A) + 1.
Proof. We prove only (a); the proof of (b) is similar and is omitted. It is clear from r = MR(A)
and X is k × (r − k) that MR(Y ) = k, (see Theorem 1.3), so that mr(Y ) = k − 1. Since ZT is an
L-matrix, mr(Z) = r − k. Hence,
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mr(A)  mr(Z) + mr(Y ) = r − 1.
By taking a real matrix B2 ∈ Q(Y) with rank(B2) = k − 1, combined with any B1 ∈ Q(X) and
B3 ∈ Q(Z), we obtain a matrix
B =
[
B1 B2
B3 0
]
inQ(A)with rank(B)  (r − k) + (k − 1) = r − 1. Sincemr(A)  r − 1,wemust have rank(B) =
r − 1 and hence, mr(A) = r − 1. 
A natural question arises. Suppose thatA is a sign pattern with MR(A) = mr(A) + 1 = r , and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k) for some k with 0  k  r . Does it follow that either Y or ZT is an
L-matrix? Examples show that the answer to this question is no. For instance,
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
+ 0 + +
0 + + +
+ + 0 0
+ + 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
satisﬁes MR(A) = mr(A) + 1 = 4, yet neither Y nor ZT is an L-matrix.
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A) = mr(A) + 1 and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r. Then
MR(Y )  mr(Y ) + 1, (1)
and
MR(Z)  mr(Z) + 1. (2)
Proof. Assume that MR(Y ) > mr(Y ) + 1. Note that MR(Y ) = k holds since MR(A) = r . Then
there exists a realmatrixB2 inQ(Y)with rank(B2)  k − 2. For anyB1 ∈ Q(X) andB3 ∈ Q(Z),
we get
rank
([
B1 B2
B3 0
])
 (r − k) + (k − 2) = r − 2.
This contradicts mr(A) = r − 1. Thus, MR(Y )  mr(Y ) + 1. Similarly, we have MR(Z) 
mr(Z) + 1. 
In other words, if A requires almost unique rank, then each of the two blocks Y and Z requires
unique rank or requires almost unique rank. The converse of Theorem 2.2 is not true. For example,
with
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + 0 0
+ + 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
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we haveMR(Y )  mr(Y ) + 1,MR(Z)  mr(Z) + 1, and yetMR(A) /= mr(A) + 1 (4 /= 2 + 1).
As a result of the above, we raise a question as to what further conditions beyond (1) and (2) are
needed to guarantee that MR(A) = mr(A) + 1.
We next strengthen the necessary conditions given in Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A) and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r. If A requires almost unique rank, then at
least one of Y or Z requires almost unique rank.
Proof. Suppose A is a sign pattern matrix with MR(A) = mr(A) + 1 and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r . Then by Theorem 2.2, we have
MR(Y )  mr(Y ) + 1
and
MR(Z)  mr(Z) + 1.
If we have both
MR(Y ) = mr(Y )
and
MR(Z) = mr(Z),
then MR(A) = mr(A) by Theorem 1.4, which contradicts MR(A) = mr(A) + 1. So, at least one
of the equations MR(Y ) = mr(Y ) + 1 or MR(Z) = mr(Z) + 1 holds. 
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A) = mr(A) + 1, and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r. Then
(a) If MR(Y ) = mr(Y ) + 1, then MR
([
X
Z
])
= mr
([
X
Z
])
.
(b) If MR(Z) = mr(Z) + 1, then MR([X Y ]) = mr([X Y ]).
Proof. To prove (a), observe that MR
([
X
Z
])
= r − k (as seen in Theorem 1.3).
Suppose thatmr
([
X
Z
])
< r − k. Then, there exists amatrix
[
B1
B3
]
∈ Q
([
X
Z
])
with rank
([
B1
B3
])

r − k − 1.
Since mr(Y ) = k − 1, there is a matrix
[
B2
0
]
∈ Q
([
Y
0
])
with rank
([
B2
0
])
= k − 1. Then,
[
B1 B2
B3 0
]
∈ Q(A)
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satisﬁes
rank
([
B1 B2
B3 0
])
 (r − k − 1) + (k − 1) = r − 2,
which contradicts mr(A) = r − 1.
The proof of (b) is similar. 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 yield the following result.
Theorem 2.5. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A) = mr(A) + 1, and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r. Then either
(a) MR(Y ) = mr(Y ) + 1 and MR
([
X
Z
])
= mr
([
X
Z
])
, or
(b) MR(Z) = mr(Z) + 1 and MR([X Y ]) = mr([X Y ]).
We now establish further sufﬁcient conditions for a sign pattern to require almost unique rank.
In the sequel, col(B) denotes the column space of B and row(B) denotes the row space of B.
Further, col(B)+ col(C) = {u + v : u ∈ col(B), v ∈ col(C)}.
Theorem 2.6. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A) and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r. Suppose
(a) MR(Y ) = mr(Y ) + 1,
[
X
Z
]T
is anL-matrix,and col(B)
⋂
col(C) = {0} for allB ∈ Q
([
X
Z
])
and C ∈ Q
([
Y
0
])
, or
(b) MR(Z) = mr(Z) + 1, [X Y ] is an L-matrix, and row(B)⋂ row(C) = {0} for all B ∈
Q([X Y ]) and C ∈ Q([Z 0]).
Then MR(A) = mr(A) + 1.
Proof. Assume that (a) holds. Then every matrix B ∈ Q
([
X
Z
])
has r − k linearly independent
columns. Also, every matrix C ∈ Q
([
Y
0
])
has at least k − 1 linearly independent columns, since
k = MR(Y ) = mr(Y ) + 1. Then for every matrix [B C] ∈ Q(A), we have
dim(col([B C]) = dim(col(B) + col(C))
= dim(col(B)) + dim(col(C)) − dim(col(B) ∩ col(C))
 (r − k) + (k − 1) − 0
= r − 1.
Therefore, mr(A)  r − 1.
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Choose a speciﬁc C ∈ Q
([
Y
0
])
with rank(C) = k − 1 and let B ∈ Q
([
X
Z
])
. Then, similarly
as above, it can be shown that rank ([B C]) = r − 1. Hence, mr(A) = r − 1 = MR(A) − 1.
By a parallel argument, it can be shown that if (b) holds, then we also have mr(A) = r − 1 =
MR(A) − 1. 
Theorems 2.1 through 2.6 have generalizations (as done in Section 3) from sign patterns that
require almost unique rank to sign patterns A for which MR(A) − mr(A) = d  2. The column
(row) space conditions in Theorem 2.6 need to be weakened appropriately to obtain necessary
and sufﬁcient conditions for a sign pattern A to require almost unique rank.
Theorem 2.7. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A), and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r. Then MR(A) = mr(A) + 1 iff
(a′) MR(Y ) = mr(Y ) + 1, MR
([
X
Z
])
= mr
([
X
Z
])
, mr(Z)  MR(Z) − 1, and col(B)⋂
col(C) = {0} for all B ∈ Q
([
X
Z
])
and C ∈ Q
([
Y
0
])
with rank(C) = k − 1, or
(b′) MR(Z) = mr(Z) + 1, MR([X Y ]) = mr([X Y ]), mr(Y )  MR(Y ) − 1, and row(B)⋂
row(C) = {0} for all B ∈ Q([X Y ]) and C ∈ Q([Z 0]) with rank(C) = r − k − 1.
Proof. (⇒) From Theorem 2.2, we have both mr(Z)  MR(Z) − 1 and mr(Y )  MR(Y ) − 1.
Also, either (a) or (b) of Theorem 2.5 holds. Suppose (a) holds and the column condition of (a′)
does not hold. Then we have col(B)
⋂
col(C) /= {0}, for some B ∈ Q
([
X
Z
])
and C ∈ Q
([
Y
0
])
with rank(C) = k − 1. Hence,
dim(col([B C]) = dim(col(B) + col(C))
= dim(col(B)) + dim(col(C)) − dim(col(B) ∩ col(C))
 (r − k) + (k − 1) − 1
= r − 2.
Since [B C] ∈ Q(A),mr(A)  r − 2, contradicting mr(A) = r − 1. Thus, the column space
condition in (a′) holds. Similarly, if Theorem 2.5(b) holds, then we have (b′).
(⇐) Assume (a′). Let [B C] ∈ Q(A) and B =
[
B1
B2
]
.
If rank(C) = k − 1, then by the intersection condition of (a′), we get rank([B C]) = rank(B) +
rank(C) = (r − k) + (k − 1) = r − 1.
If rank(C) = k and mr(Z) = r − k − 1, then for any v ∈ col(B), v is a linear combination of
the columns ofB =
[
B1
B2
]
. If, in addition, v ∈ col(C), then since the null space ofB2 is of dimension
at most 1, the coefﬁcients in the linear combination of the columns of B are all multiples of
one ﬁxed vector. Thus, dim(col(B)
⋂
col(C))  1. Hence, rank([B C]) = rank(B) + rank(C) −
dim(col(B)
⋂
col(C))  rank(B) + rank(C) − 1 = (r − k) + k − 1 = r − 1.
If rank(C) = k and mr(Z) = r − k, then since the null space of B2 has a dimension 0, we
see that col(B)
⋂
col(C) = {0}. Thus, rank([B C])=rank (B)+ rank(C) = (r − k) + k = r 
r − 1.
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Combining the above cases, we see that mr(A) = r − 1 = MR(A) − 1.
Similarly, we can show that (b′) implies mr(A) = r − 1 = MR(A) − 1. 
In [1], it was conjectured that the minimum rank of any sign pattern matrix A can be achieved
by a rational matrixB ∈ Q(A), and several classes of sign patterns that do have this property were
exhibited. Even though this conjecture does not hold in general (see [6]), we now give another
instance where rational realization of the minimum rank does occur.
Theorem 2.8. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A), and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r. If MR(A)  mr(A) + 1, then there is a
rational matrix B ∈ Q(A) attaining the minimum rank of A.
Proof. If A requires unique rank, then certainly every rational matrix B ∈ Q(A) attains the
minimum rank of A. Suppose that A does not require unique rank, so that mr(A) = r − 1. Then
Y orZT is not anL-matrix byTheorem1.4.Assume thatY is not anL-matrix. Then it iswell known
(see Proposition 2.2 of [1]) that there is a rational matrix Y ′ ∈ Q(Y) such that rank(Y ′)  k − 1.
Let
[
X′
Z′
]
be any rational matrix in Q
([
X
Z
])
. Then
rank
([
X′ Y ′
Z′ 0
])
 rank
([
X′
Z′
])
+ rank
([
Y ′
0
])
 (r − k) + (k − 1) = r − 1.
However, since mr(A)  MR(A) − 1 = r − 1, we have
rank
([
X′ Y ′
Z′ 0
])
= r − 1.
Thus, we have a rational matrix in Q(A) attaining the minimum rank of A.
Similarly, if ZT is not an L-matrix, we can show that rational realization of the minimum rank
is achieved. 
3. Sign patterns with spread d > 1
For sign pattern matrix A, the spread of A is deﬁned as MR(A) − mr(A). In this section, we
present Theorems 3.1–3.6, which generalize Theorems 2.1–2.6, respectively.
By replacing 1 with d in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain the following two
results.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that A is a sign pattern with r = MR(A) and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k) for some k, 0  k  r. Then
(a) If ZT is an L-matrix and MR(Y ) = mr(Y ) + d, then MR(A) = mr(A) + d.
(b) If Y is an L-matrix and MR(Z) = mr(Z) + d, then MR(A) = mr(A) + d.
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Theorem 3.2. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A) = mr(A) + d and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r. Then,
MR(Y )  mr(Y ) + d, and
MR(Z)  mr(Z) + d.
A generalization of Theorem 2.3 is more involved.
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A) = mr(A) + d and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
whereX is k × (r − k), for some kwith0  k  r.Letd1 = MR(Y ) − mr(Y )andd2 = MR(Z) −
mr(Z). Then d1 + d2  d.
Proof. If d > d1 + d2, then for everymatrixB =
[
B1 B2
B3 0
]
∈ Q(A), we have rank
([
B1 B2
B3 0
])

rank(B2) + rank(B3)  (k − d1) + (r − k − d2) = r − (d1 + d2) > r − d, contradicting
mr(A) = r − d. 
Remark. By Theorem 3.2, d1  d and d2  d .
Theorem 3.4. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A) = mr(A) + d, and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r.
(a) If MR(Y ) = mr(Y ) + d, then MR
([
X
Z
])
= mr
([
X
Z
])
.
(b) If MR(Z) = mr(Z) + d, then MR([X Y ]) = mr([X Y ]).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
The following generalization of Theorem3.4 can also be viewed as a generalization of Theorem
2.5. The proof is straightforward and hence is omitted.
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A) = mr(A) + d, and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
whereX is k × (r − k), for some kwith0  k  r.Letd1 = MR(Y ) − mr(Y )andd2 = MR(Z) −
mr(Z). Then
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(a) MR
([
X
Z
])
 mr
([
X
Z
])
+ (d − d1), and
(b) MR([X Y ])  mr([X Y ]) + (d − d2).
Note that when d = 1, then d = d1 = 1 or d = d2 = 1, so that Theorem 2.5 is a special case
of Theorem 3.5.
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a sign pattern with r = MR(A) and
A =
[
X Y
Z 0
]
,
where X is k × (r − k), for some k with 0  k  r. Suppose
(a) MR(Y ) = mr(Y ) + d,
[
X
Z
]T
is anL-matrix, and col(B)
⋂
col(C) = {0} for allB ∈ Q
([
X
Z
])
and C ∈ Q
([
Y
0
])
, or
(b) MR(Z) = mr(Z) + d, [X Y ] is an L-matrix, and row(B)⋂ row(C) = {0} for all B ∈
Q([X Y ]) and C ∈ Q([Z 0]).
Then MR(A) = mr(A) + d .
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.6. 
If d  2, then there are (d + 1)(d + 2)/2 choices for (d1, d2). Hence, there are no straightfor-
ward generalizations of Theorem 2.7.
An open problem is the following: for any sign pattern matrixA, does the condition MR(A) =
mr(A) + 2 imply that there is a rational matrix B ∈ Q(A) attaining the minimum rank of A?
We note that for the counterexample given in [6], the spread is 9.
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